
ABDIEL ARROYO
FORWARD



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME ABDIEL

DATE OF BIRTH 13/12/1993

NATIONALITY PANAMANIAN

CLUB MACCABI PETAH TIKVA

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

FORWARD

1.87CM

80KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME ARROYO MOLINAR



LEAGUES

NATIONAL TEAM

NATIONAL CUPS

INTERNATIONAL CUPS



 
77%

 
23%

 
64%

 
36%

 
53%

 
47%

 
67%

 
33%

 
50%

 
50%

 
59%

 
41%

STATS IN ISRAEL

77% 64% 53%

Passes /
Accurate

Long passes /
accurate

Dribbles /
successful

67% 50% 59%

Passes to final
third / accurate

Aerial duels /
won

Defensive
duels / won



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

POSTING

He has a great capacity to play with
his back to the rival's goal. He knows
what movements he has to do to
overcome his rival through his
biotype and strength. He changes
pace well after receiving and
controlling with space. 

TECHNICAL QUALITY

Even though he looks like a big
forward, he has a great technical
quality. He has the capacity to drop
back, control difficult balls and then
distribute play. He is a key player for
the direct play due to his great
positioning in the rival's half, where
he looks for giving pause.

OFF THE BALL MOVEMENTS

He is a dynamic player off the ball.
He can begin the play as a centre-
forward, but he frequently moves to
the sides. He makes diagonal runs to
receive in behind the defenders. He
goes back to enter in play with his
teammates. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

PHYSICAL POWER

He is a powerful attacker who
usually wins individual duels. He
leverages his body to displace the
opponent and win through his
strength. He is important in open
spaces by attacking them both on
and off the ball.  

AERIAL PLAY

His 1.87cm allows him to succeed in
aerial duels by either posting or
heading to a teammate. He is
dominant into the box as well. He
wins the position by his biotype and
high jump. He connects lateral
crosses well. 

PLAY DISTRIBUTION

He is a forward who generates play
through his great associative
capacity. He becomes an option of
pass even off the ball since he
constantly moves. Once he receives,
he is able to pass the ball or turn to
then distribute to his temmates.



SOCIAL MEDIA

@PISTOLERITO9

https://www.instagram.com/pistolerito9/

